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INTRODUCTION
The City of Adams is a small agiicultural community in the
wheat belt of Umatilla County in northeastern Oregon. This
Comprehensive Plan is intended to guide its future development
in a manner that will insure the liveability of the community,
promote an orderly, efficient pattern of growth, and conserve
the natural resources of the area. The Comprehensive Plan
represents a consensus of community opinion and serves as a
legal guideline for City actions and ordinances that initiate
or regulate development within the City.
CITY OF ADAMS
An outgrJwth of a railroad construction camp, the City Df
Adams was founded in 1883 and flourished brightly for merely
a decade. Businesses established to serve the needs of a
large winter construction camp on the Union Pacific old
Spokane line served the needs of community development. A
local real estate development company was created, a town-
site was platted, and the City was named for the prominent
farmer John F. Adams, upon whose ranch this new urban center
was planned. While the railroad crews soon moved on, the
surrounding country was being homesteaded, and Adams' busines-
smen catered to the new farmers' needs. Saloons, hotels,
stores, and stables soon lined Main Street, and the population
grew to over 500.
Competition for the rura] market was keen from businessmen in
Athena only fi~e miles away, and nearby Pendleton as well.
So when two or three stores, that of Reese and Redmond in
particular, moved out of Adams, the City's prosperity waned
quickly. The cycle of "boom-and-bust" hit Adams very hard and
quite early in the history of the community. By 1890, only
seven years after its founding, Adams' population had dwindled
to only 300. A slow, steady decline ensued that peaked about
1940, when the population was only about 150. The solid line
of store fronts was decimated until only four of the old
commercial buildings remained by the 1970·s. Houses burned
and were not replaced. The school district consolidated with
Pendleton in the 1960's, and the school was closed. Neverthe-
less, the City was not abandoned and assumed the function it
has held to this day--that of a rural residential area for
surrounding farms. Grain elevator, Agri-chemical and a grocery
store provide the limited services available in Adams today.
Of recent years the community has grown as new housing for
ranch hands and farm family members has been provided. Also,
a number of "outside" families have been attracted by Adams'
rural character, and the City has developed a limited bedroom
community function for other nearby towns.
The Adams of today is a rural farm community with large lots
g~rdens. and livestock. The community desires to retain thi~
character. Community spirit has been SUbdued. People desire
space, freedom, and as little interference as possjble from
neighbors and government. Consequently. the City harbors no
aspjrations of grandeur. Some resjdential growth is expected
in Arlams as a continuation of present trends, but the community
is not u(:tivcly seekinK commuters" or economic diversification.
1"'f)visifJO fJl" a wider variety of commercial services is the only
rlw.j l l1" irnfJr(JV(1tn(~nt most familjes would desire in the City.
Adams ts home. and they don't want to see it change.
THE FUNCTION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
Under Oregon law, each city and county must develop and adopt
a Comprehensive Plan to guide future development. The Plan
constitutes a statement of policy addressing many aspects of
community growth, the location of land uses, economic development
and community facilities expansion being some of the more
important subject areas. These policies are to be used .to
guide decisions by both governmental bodies and privated parties.
Investors both large and small can utilize the Plan to decide
the timing, location, and size of new developments. The City
uses the Plan to develop zoning and subdivision ordinances
that regulate land development and to make decisions regarding
the expansion or replacement of community facilities. Other
governmental agencies rely on the Plan to aid in decision-
making and comply with the Plan when preparing plans and pro-
grams of their own. Thus the Plan serves as THE guiding
document for all development within its targ~area.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The Comprehensive Plan is developed by the joint efforts of
a citizens group and a professional planner. Together, they
examine the land base, natural resources, economy, demography,
community facilities, housing stOCk, transportation facilities,
and land use pattern of the area. Key trends and potentials
are also identified. Surveys are taken to gather community
opinion regarding various subjects,and the public is invited
to attend and participate in the open meetings of the
citizens group. From this extensive information base, the
citizens and planners summarize the existing situation, establish
objectives and goals for the community. and formulate policies
to guide new development. Key among these policies is a
Plan Map indicating the future distribution of land uses in
and around the City, and demarcating an Urban Growth Boundary
within which the City can grow.
The proposed goals, objectives, and policies together with the
Map comprise the Draft Plan, which is sent out for review by
the citizens, City CounCil, and other governmental agencies.
Comments received during this review are evaluated, and the
Plan is amended. The new Comprehensive Plan arising from this
process is then adopted by the City and is co-adopted by
Umatilla County. The State of Oregon is then requested to
lend its stamp of approval via review by the Land Conservation
nnd Development Commission.
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INFORMATIONAL FINDINGS
Goal 1, CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
• Active citizen involvement in the comprehensive planning effort
has largely occurred vi.a a Committee for Citizen Involvement
set up by the City Council to work with the contracted professional
planners.
• Two community surveys were conducted during the planning program
to obtain input and determine citizen needs, desires, and opinions.
Approximately thirty persons participated in the community
atti tude su rvey .
• A newspaper-sized copy of the Sketch Plan (draft Land Use Ptan)
with the draft Goals, Objectives, and Policies on the back was
mailed out to all Adams residents in November, 1977. The
complete draft Comprehensive Plan and Community Information
Report were made available at the Adams Post Office. The Sketch Plan
revisions were mailed out in May, 1978. and the revised Policies, etc .•
together with large maps of the Sketch Plan, were placed in the
Post Office and grocery store.
•
•
The mail-outs generated considerable public discussion, and the
planning effort seemed to have pleased most of the com'Ylunity as
very ltttle adverse comments were received.
The important community opinions identified by the surverys are
as follows:
Rapid growth of the community is not favored.
A small. r.Jrat community 1S desired. one in which government
costs and regulations are minimal and lots are large enough for
a family to have a garden and some animals.
The avaitabHity of some additional residential lots and rental
accomTlodations 1S desired.
Much of the community would like some additional commercial
services provided in the city.
"Economic expansion," ie. new industries, etc .• is widely held to
be unnecessary and undesi rable.
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Goal 2: LAND USE PLANNING,
,
Planning Process
*
*
*
*
*
*
The City Councilor Mayor authorizes permits for building within
the city.
As the growth rate of Adams has been minimal in recent years, a
planning commission, comprehensive plan, and development ordinances
have not been thought necessary.
Oregon LCDC and new state laws made planning and the implementation
of development controls mandatorY, so Adams contracted with the
Umatilla County Planning Department to provide a professional
planner to help the City prepare the necessary documents.
The Adams Committee for Citizen Involvement has worked extensively
with the two planners involved and has helped generate and has
approved all materials contained within the Comprehensive Plan
and the upcoming development control ordinances.
For the Plan, data inventories were prepared for various
environmental and socioeconomic factors and are presented within
the Comminity Information Report published in this document
along with the Comprehensive Plan.
The Plan and Urban Growth Boundary were established based on
the data inventories, citizen input, and coo rdination with other
gove rnmental agencies.
Land Use Patte rn
*
*
*
*
Only one third of the area within the city limits is developed
for urban use; the remaining two thirds of the land consists of
wheat or alfalfa fields, pasture, or some related farm use.
Most of the urban development consists of low-density
areas, with many small pastures and gardens scattered throughout
the built-up area.
Public facilities such as the church, post office, fire station/city
hall are lined up along Main Street, but there remains only one
grocery store to represent the commercial function of the street.
A number of grain elevators and agribusiness concerns are located
in an industrial area alongside the old Union Pacific right - of - way
and Highway 11.
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• : The residential and commercial/civic area is separated from the
industrial tract and Highway 11 by a number of pastures and fields.
* A cattle feedlot is located within the city limits just to the south
of the built-up area.
• There are numerous vacant building sites throughout the resi.dential~
industrial, and commercial/civic core areas.
Goal 3, AGRICULTURAL LAND
•
•
•
•
The soil types within the surrounding Adams are primarily prime
Class J and II agricultural soils.
Much of the "non-devetoped" land within the city li.mits, but
outside the built-up area, is in fact "developed" for various
agricultur-al uses, primarily the raising of wheat.
The farmers in the non-developed portion of the city wish to
continue farming these lands.
In light of the community attitude toward growth and the official
population projections, most of the non-developed land will not be
needed for urban purposes.
• The city vvould like the fanT'lland to remain within the city limits
as it does contribute to the city tax base. which is not very large.
• Approximately half the farmland in the city. namely that portion north
and west of the built-up area, was platted many years ago as a
residential addition to the community. Since little development has
actually occurred, this platting cannot be considered as a committrnent
to residential use in the future. The site is presently a vvheatfield and
is placed under farr-n deferral. The area should be replatted according
to modem subdivisiOn design standards if development is indeed ever
proposed.
Goal 4, FOREST LAND
• This goal is inapplicable; the area climate is praire-steppe.
Goal 5, OPEN SPACE. SCENIC AREAS, HISTORICAL AREAS. AND
NATURAL RESOURCES
• The low-density pattern of development leaves 3. great deal of private
open space within the built-up area.
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*.: Wheatfields and pastures surround the residential area.
*
*
*
*
Ce rtain areas along Wildhorse Creek are protected as open space
within the 'city park, but much of the creek flows through private
property, mainly farm.
The site of the city provides prime views of the scenic Blue
Mountains and surrounding wheat country.
While there are no known or identified scientific, archaelogical,
or historic areas within Adams, certain buildings within the city
are of historic interest. Of speci~l note are the structures
built with bricks from the old local brickyard, one of the earliest.
in the region.
The only'significant energy resources in the area are the large
numbe r of sunny, cloudless days and fai rly constant winds.
Goal 6: AIR, WATER, AND LAND RESOURCES QUALITY
, I
*
*
*
*
*
The Adams water system has received approval from the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality monitors the
use and installation of septic tanks and drainfields which
constitute the city's sole form of sewage disposal.
Stream pollution occasionally occurs in the area, mainly due to
winter runoff fro", bare fields.
Some ai r po llution is expe rienced at times in the fo rrn of odo r
from the feedlots in and around the city.
The citY and state together can requi re all discharges from
existing and future development to be within the limits set forth
in applicable state or federal regulations.
Goal 7: AREAS SUBJECT TO NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS
*
*
The wide Wildhorse Creek floodplain is' the only identified
natural hazard within the city. This feature precludes
intensive deve lopment fo r much of the easte rn po rtion of the
city. Associated high wate r tables and low strength soils in
certain portions of the floodplain further limit development.
The Hermiston and Walla Walla silt loams, which are the predominant
soil types within the city, are generally quite suitable for septic
tank drain fields.
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GOal 8, RECREATIONAL NEEDS
•
•
•
•
•
The city has adequate park areas and recreational facilities to meet
present and expected community needs.
The Little League ballfield is a great source of pride to the
community, but it is not yet securely under city control.
The city park is sizeable for a small community and has recently
wi.tnessed several facility improvements.
Outdoor recreation activiti.es such. as hiking, horseback riding, skiing,
camping, and fishing are amply provided for in the near:by Blue
Mountains.
There are no special programs to handle the social and recreational needs
of the senior citizens and handicapped persons. Rather. these persons
are regarded as regular community members and are included in most
functions. Special needs are covered on an individual basis by private
p:trties.
Goal 8, ECONOMY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Adams functions primarily as a residential community for the
surrounding farms, retired area residents, and some commuters
that Vv'Ork in Pendleton or other nearby towns.
The city is too close to Pendleton and Athena to build up a sizeable
commercial or agribusiness function at this time.
Some additional growth is expected in Adams, but the growth rate
will remain slow.
The community has seen the departure of businesses, industires, and
railroad service in the past thirty years.
There may be a sufficient market for additional commercial services
within the community.
The most likely source of growth for Adams lNOuld be an influx of
additional com-nuter families who desire to live in a rural community
yet be fai rly close to city jobs.
The community does not desire much growth, either in terms of new
basic employment or residential development.
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Go,al 10: HOUSING
*
*
*
*
*
*
A housing survey was conducted during the summer of 1977 to determine
housing needs and desi res in the community.
A lack of apartments or smaller homes forces many retired couples
to live in old houses much la rge r than they desi re .
Most of the homes in the community are fairly old and maintenance
and modernizing are and will continue to be major housing problems.
While most of the housing units are conventional houses, there are an
increasing number of mobile homes.
Housing generally is low cost, with low taxes as well, thus making
the area especially desirable for senior citizens on fixed incomes.
There are a large number of vacant residential lots within the existing
built-l<Jp area of the city.
Goal 11: PUBLIC SERVICES
*
*
*
*
*
*
While water se rvice is gene rally adequate at the present time,
during very dr-y periods (usually July and August) serious drawdown
in the community wells occurs. The city is seeking funds for a new
well to provide a more secure water supply. Increased reservoir
capacity and elevation would also be desi rable.
Storm drainage is handled by the streets and creeks.
Police protection within the community is provided by a
volunteer deputy of the Umatilla County Sheriff's Department.
Individual septic tanks and drainfields are used for sewage disposal
within the community. Permits for septic tanks are issued by the
Oregon Department of Envi ronmental Quality and in gene ral lot sizes
of 1/3 acre or more are being required for single residences.
Special provisions are made for development in the existing platted
area.
No efforts are being made at the present time to develop a
community sewer system. If the community remains small, there
should be no need for such a system, which would be very
expensive.
Other city services such as solid-waste disposal, recreation, etc.
appear to be adequate to meet demand.
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• : Adams is included in the Pendleton School District and all students are
sent by bus to Pendleton schools. Adams had its own elementary
school for many years. but this facility was closed after consolidation
with Pendleton because of the small student population.
Goal 12, TRANSPORTATION
•
•
•
•
There is need to improve Highway 11 between Adams and Athena.
Severe curves and an uneven road surface reduce visibility and
create an unnecessary hazard.
Many of the city streets are unpaved. but in such a small, low-density
community paving of all the streets may be an expensive luxury.
County and state roads provide the sole transportation access to the
community and their continJed availability and maintenance is .
essential.
There is a need for public transit between Adams and nearby
communities, expecially to help older residents reach destinations
outside the city. The service that Quin-tra proposes to provide
\fIIOuld be most beneficial.
Goal 13, ENERGY CONSERVATION
The following measures could conserve energy within Adams:
•
•
•
Protections of solar rights (via the zoning ordinance).
Greater use of shade trees and other vegetation around homes and
businesses.
fVIore efficient design of certain city services, such as water supply.
Goal 14, URBANIZATION
•
•
The community desires to retain its existing smatl. nJrat charac~er
and is therefore in favor of only slow to moderate growth within the
city.
Official population projections indicate the city may well experience
a population increase of 25% (60 persons) over the next twenty years,
a rate of growth in keeping with community desires.
. ~ ." ..
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.
*: Adequate land exists within the present butlt-up area to provide housing
sites for the projected population increase and any additional commercial
businesses.
*
*
*
Future residential development will be mainly low-density due to the
lot size requirements for septic tanks/drainfields.
An Urban Growth Boundary has been establtshed in this Plan in
accordance with State urbanization laws. The UGB defines the area
within which the City can annex and urban development can be allowed.
The Adams Urban Growth Boundary was drawn with an aim toward
keeping the city small and compact and protecting the valuable farmland
within the city.

'I
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CITI OF ADAMS
CX~MPREHENSIVE PLAN
GOALS, OBJECI'IVES, AND IDLICIES
Goal 1: CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
To develop a citizen involverrent program that insures the
opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of
the planning process.
Objective
1. To employ a variety of methods for informing citizens and obtaining
their opinions and attitudes on matters relating to planning, ~ecision­
making, and CCXIIIlUIlity developrrent
Policies
1. Establish the City Council as the planning comnission for the City of
Adams
2. Conduct CCXIIIlUIlity surveys to obtain public opinion and collect information
for planning programs or decisions
3. Encourage citizen participation at City Council meetings
4. Distribute proposed Ccmprehensive Plan and Urban Growth Boundary changes
for CCXIIIlUIlity review and conment
Goal 2: LAND USE PlANNING
To establish a land use planning process and policy frameWJrk as a
basis for all decisions and actions related to the llse of land and
to assure an adequate factual base for such decisions and actions.
Objectives
1. To insure orderly development in the city of Adams
2. To provide for a clean environment and encourage preservation of a quality
environment
3. To provide opportunities for a variety of land uses to go along with in-
creasing growth and demand for services
4. To determine the need for providing a planning comnission to achieve
planning goal, and implerrent plan
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Policies
1. Have the City Council review, place conditions, and approve or deny all
development proposals within the city
2. Review the CaTprehensive Plan at least once each year to bring it into
carpliance with changing local needs and new state laYlS
3. Amend the Canprehensive Plan only after serious consideration of the
pros and rons of the issue and provision of adequate opportunity for
public CCl'l'Jrent
4. Utilize the policies and infonmtion contained in the Ccnl>rehensive Plan
as the basis for making decisions on community development issues
5. Inplerrent zoning and subdivision ordinances and develop a capital
inprovenent program to guide the pgysical developrent of the ccimunity
according to the Imp and pol ieies of the Caq:>rehensive Plan
lAND USE POLICY FRAMEWORK
1. Encourage sorce further development of Adams but insure a slow to m:xierate
rate of growth so as to preserve the emIl coom.mity character
2. SuPIX>rt the role of Adams as a rural residential ccmrunity for the
surrounding fa.rrrs and nearby towns
3. Promote infill of the existing built-up area as the prllnary mode of future
camunity growth
4. Accc.mn:x1a.te acreage residential developrent alongside Wildhorse Creek to
minimize flood darmge potential
5. Set aside the Main Street area for any future ccmrercial developrent. but
continue to allow a mix of residential uses as well
6. ~~intain the industrial district along the old railroad right-or-way as a
site for future industrial and agribusiness uses
7. Accarm:xlate fanning within the city limits and prevent the developrent of
scattered non-fann uses within the agriultural blocks
8. Should the designated fannland/potential expansion area ever be developed.
i~~ure a replatting of the original platted area to reduc~ the number of
streets and provide rrore adequate lot sizes and shapes
Goal 3: AGRlaJLnJRAL lANOO
To preserve and rraintain agricultural land.
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Objective
1. Preserve the agricultural land resources of the imnediate and surrounding
area
Policies
1. Set aside IlDst of the existing farmland within the City Limits for con-
tinued agricultural use rather than urban development
2. Maximize the use of available land within urban growth area so as to take
as little farmland out of production as possible
3. Utilize existing vacant parcels in and adjacent to the build-up area
rather than expanding onto the agriucultural lands
4. Recognize the legal status of the urban growth boundary drawn around the
built-up area as separating residential, comrercial, and industrial
development fran the surrounding agricultural area
5. Encourage Umatilla County to restrict non-farm development outside the
urban growth area and city limits
6. Seek a contract with Umatilla County for the prOVlSlOn of Exclusive Farm
Use Zoning for the agricultural lands within the City Limits
Goal 4: OPEN SPACE, SCENIC AND HISTORIC AREAS AND NA'roRAL RESOURCES
To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.
Objectives
1. To identify open spaces, scenic and historic area, and natural resources
which should be preserved from urban development
2. Distribution of open space to allow visual relief and of scenic views and
for space for active and passive recreation
3. Multiple uses of open space land will be encouraged, provided that the
uses are compatible
4. Protection of archaeological and historic sites, structures and artifacts
will be encouraged
5. Conservation of area's natural resources to be prorroted
Policies
1. To conserve natural resource and unique site near Wildhorse Creek as a
wildlife habitat area
"\
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2. To encourage buffer-open space between resi.dential and agricultural land to
protect fran fire danger
3. To protect and preserve scenic views of the Blue ~blUltains for citizens
in the carm.m.ity
4. To encourage rrultiple use of school facilities and public recreational
needs
5. To encourage recognition of historic structures within carmunity fran
original brick yard (I.mrell's store, City Hall, old Oddfellow's building)
Goal 5: AIR, WATER, AND lAND IlESOlIIlCES QUALI'IY
To rmintain and irrprove the quality of the air, water. and land
resources of Adarffi.
Cbjective
1. To prarote a clean coommity by reducing existing tx>llution and insuring
potential pollution from new development is min~zed
Policies
1. To enoourage buffer zone to protect residential areas fran excessive dust
due to farming
2. 'Ib recanrend to COWlty that new feedlot operations be located so as not
to adversely affect existing communities
3. Require that all discharges from existing and future development be within
the limdts set forth in applicable state or federal environmental quality
standards and regulations
4. Encourage new industries which oould not have a signi.ficant detri.Ioontal
irrpact on the local envirorurent
5. Encourage continued study and inl'roverrent of agricultural practices to
reduce water and wind erosion of the soil and pollution of streans by
siltation and feedlot runoff
Goal 6: AREAS StJI3JKT 10 NATIJRAL DISASI'ERS AND IlAZARffi
Tb protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.
CJJjective
1. To discourage developrent in f1<xx:lplains, natural drainageways on steep
slopes and other hazardous areas.
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POlicies
1. To encourage a general clean up of Wildhorse Creek, and other natural
drainage areas
2. Adopt a floodplain ordinance based on Federal standards to insure future
developirent in the floodplain is designed to reduce damage generated by
flooding
Goal 7: RECREATIOOAL NEEDS
To provide programs and facilities to meet the recreational needs of
area residents and visitors.
Objective
1. To build additional park and outdoor recreation facilities in order to meet
recreational needs of residents and visitors as the community grows
Policies
1. To acquire long-lasting control of Little League park preferably by
ownership
2. Further developirent of city park for picnic use and addition of tennis
courts
3. To encourage expansion of park facilities across creek
Goal 8: EDJI'DMIC DEVElDPMENT
To diversify and improve the economy of Adams
Objectives
1. Business and industries with a sustained growth potential should be
encouraged
2. The range of conrnercial enterprises should be expanded
3. A slow rate of growth and mixed population of varying age groups, incomes
and lifestyles will be eneouraged
Policies
1. To encourage availability of labor for farming needs
2. To encourage the introduction of a service station and auto repair shop in
the community
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3. 'Ib encourage location of a neat market within the carnunity
Goal 9: 1IX.\S1~
To increase the supply of housing adectuate to population growth and
for the housing needs of the citizens of Adams.
ClJjectives
1. Provide a well-rotUlded supply of housing for the camunity
2. Utilize a flexible pol icy for locating housing types wi thin the coomunity
Policies
1. Encourage the developrent of a variety of housing types and residential
lots within a wide range of prices
2. Adopt a zoning ordinance that is flexible regarding the location of
various types of housing within the oornmunity, yet provides for review of
new developnent by the Planning Ccmnission
3. Encourage the planting of shade trees along streets and aroWld individual
houses and developments
Goal 10: PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
To plan and develop a ti.rrely, orderly and efficient arrangerrent of
Public facilities and services to serve as a fraJ'l'"e\\Ork for urban
developnent.
ClJjectives
1. New development should occur in areas where public utilities are available
before reaching out into areas that are not served and within urban groNth
boundary
2. To provide adequate rmintenance for city water
3. The City of Aclarrs will cooperate with agencies involved in providing and
coordinating public services and cons~der pooling of city resources with
public agencies to provide needed services within the community
Policies
1. To encourage slow growth, to not put heavy burden on city's capacity to
provide services
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,
2. To encourage provision for maintaining current fire department and providing
dog catching services
3. To encourage continued availability of school and school facilities for
public purposes
4. To plan public facilities, utilities and services to meet expected demmd
through development of capital improvement program
5. Extend water service only to areas adjacent to existing development and
water mains
6. Evaluate the impact of proposed developments on municipal services
Goal 11: TRANsroRrATION
To provide and enocurage a safe, convenient and econOfiljic. transportation
system.
Objective
1. The development of good transportation routes (vehicular, pedestrian
bicycle, etc.) between residential areas and major activity centers \vill
be encouraged
Policies
1. To provide at minimum, graveled streets within the corrmunity
2. Encourage the re-routing of Greyhound to at least pass through the cern-
munity
Goal 12: ENERGY CDNSERVATION
To conserve energy and develop and use renewable energy resources.
Objective
1. To encourage development and transportation mechanisms which maximize
building and energy efficiency and minimize consumption of fuels:
Policy
1. To revise zoning ordinance to protect sun rights
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Goal 13: URBAN1ZATlrn
'Ib provide for the orderly and timely conversion of rural land to
urban use.
<J:>jectives
1. Limit develop'l'ent of Adams within the existing city limits
2. Maintain a fairly corrpact form of developrent. such that existing
fannlands can be kept intact
3. Encourage only a slow-to m:x:lerate rate of growth in the carm..mity
Policies
1. Retain existing city limits but utilize an Urban Growth Boundary that
includes pri.Im.rily only the build-up portion of the city area
2. For the short to rred.ium tem growth of the camunity, limit develoIXnent to
an infill of the bui! t-up area
3. set aside nnst of the fannland within the city limits as a potential
expansion area outside the Urban Growth Boundary
4. Leave the option of further ccmrunity growth and the developrent of the
expansion area to the city residents of the future
5. Work jointly with Unatilla O:>tU1ty when revisions to the Umbo Growth
BOlmdary or Carprehensive Plan are desired
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PLAN CORRECTIONS
1. Location of Sand Hollow Creek and the northeast corner
Urban Growth Boundary.
Our original mapping indicated that Sand Hollow Creek was
further away from the built-up area than on-site inspection
indicated. When the City adopted the Comprehensive Plan,
it was intended the Urban Growth Boundary would extend to
the creek since it forms a natural barrier between the
residential area and the wheat field. Since we had not
yet accurately mapped the creek location, the urban growth
boundary was drawn along property lines on the Plan Map_
Recently we received new aerial photos of Adams and were
able to map the creek. The urban growth boundary and
creek have been adjusted to their proper locations on the
accompanyin~ map.
2. South ColleKe Street Area.
College Street was mapped as a throu~h right-of-way
between Blakely Road and South Main Street. The eastern
half of this right-of-way is actually an inhabited parcel
and the urban growth boundary was adjusted to follow the
south property line.
3. Sand Hollow and Wildhorse Creek Floodplain:
The City and staff questioned the 1974 Flood Hazard Boundary
mapping for Adams. The Corps of Engineers was contacted
and they prepared new mapping of the Sand Hollow Floodplain
and provided copies of their Wildhorse Creek mapping of 1977.
This new information has been sent on to the Federal Insurance
Administration and will be used by the City for the FH, Flood
Hazard Zone, which enforces the FIA's special floodplain
construction regulations.
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ADAMS GROWTH REPORT
This growth report is a collection of data describing the
existing land use of Adams, recent growth, growth problems
and potentials, and the various growth areas of the community.
It has been prepared to provide a better understanding of the
Adams Comprehensive Plan and has been included as an appendix
to the Plan document for easy reference. The following maps,
tables, and texts have been included.:
Existing Development
Map 1: Present Land Use
Table 1: Adams Land Use Acreages--Present and Planned
Table 2: Housing Stock of Adams
Present Trends
Growth Potential
Map 2: Buildable Lands
Table 3: Buildable Land Inventory
Buildable Lands Description
EXISTING DEVELOPMENT
The original townsite of Adams was platted in 1883, followed
by Holdmans Addition and Holdmans West Addition in 1887 and
1888. Approximately 150 acres were platted for urban deve-
lopment, a reasonable amount given the rapid growth of the
community in the 1880's. However, this area was never fully
developed even before the decline of Adams set in by 1890, and
after the loss of important businesses, the following 90 years
has seen a gradual contraction of the size of the built-up
area. Nearly half of the original townsite plat was vacated
in 1959, and today only 50 acres of platted area are committed
to non-farm development. Nearly all of Holdmans West Addition
and the northern portion of Holdmans Addition are covered
with wheat fields and summer fallow. Platted streets that
have never seen asphalt support bounty crops of wheat and peas.
The Adams of today is a very low-density residential community.
Only about 2 homes exist for every acre of built-up area, even
excluding the industrial zone east of town. Most of the homes
have been built in the northern half of the town, clustered
around the old school site, parks, and the City Hall. The
gentle slopes and uplands west of Wildhorse Creek have been
the favored area for much of the community development. The
once-proud column of storefronts lining Main Street has been
reduced to City Hall, the small Community.Church, old library,
post office, and a grocery store. P~stures. gardens, farm
buildings, and vacant lots are scattered throughout the built-
up area. The grain elevators and Agri-Chem facility that
- 23 -
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TABLE 1: ADAMS LAND USE ACREAGES PRESENT AND. PLANNED
Present
AcreageLand Use Type
Farmland
Residential
Commercial
Parks and City Hall
Industrial
Undeveloped (small pastures. gardens,vacant)
145 . 7
41.8
.6
6.3
9.0
24.6
Planned
Acreage
138.4
58.4
2.0
6.3
18.9
,
TOTALS
- 25 -
228.0 228.0
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TABLE 2: HOUSING STOCK OF ADAMS
units added units
Housing Type 1973 73-79 1979
Single-family house 63 64
Duplex units 2 2
Single-wide mobile 9 14 23
homes
Double-wide mobile 6 6
homes
TOTALS 74 21 96
28% growth in the housing stock from 1973 to 1979
- 26 -
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constitute Adams' industrial base are lined up along the
ab~ndoned Union Pacific R.O.W. and Highway 11 one quarter mile
east of the rest of town. A small feedlot, pastures and
irrigated fields occupy the Wildhorse Creek valley floor
between the town and industrial areas. Wheatlands surround
the town.
Most of the housing stock of Adams is comprised of older
single-family houses, many in rather poor condition. with
the exception of one new house, all the new dwellings in
Adams are mobile homes. Out of 96 homes in Adams, nearly
one third are mobile homes. There are no apartment develop-
ments in Adams; however, mobile homes and older homes fill
the need for low-cost housing. A mobile home park has been
developed by Charlie Ingalls in,the last few years to pro-
vide rental space for temporary stays. The park contains
small spaces for eight mobile homes and has few amenities.
The one duplex is actually the old Adams School, which was
purchased by a family in 1978. They have developed two
dwelling units in the lower floor area.
Many of the residents in Adams are elderly and the low taxes,
low utility rates, and the low housing costs are very im-
portant for the many families on fixed incomes. Most of the
other residents are farm families whose fields are nearby or
ranch workers for the large Davis and Barnett-Rugg farming
operations. A srr;all number of persons commute to work in
Pendleton, 13 minutes away.
PRESENT TRENDS
The introduction of irrigation on nearby farms, the develop-
ment of several large ranch operations, and the introduction
of new crops has increased the demand for ranch workers in
the Adams area. The City of Adams has been a favorable lo-
cation for ranch workers housing, and, in fact, the Davis
Ranch owns several homes in town. These developments in the
agricultural industry seem to have been the maiTl impetus to
the growth in population and housing stock Adams has ex-
perienced in the past three decades. Adams llas not attracted
many commuter families even though Pendleton is so close,
largely due to the lack of a local school, unavailability of
land to "outsiders," and a lack of commercial facilities and
a sewer system.
As noted earlier, the community had become a residential area
for the surrounding farms early on in its life. This
function has been maintained to this date. Retired family
members, young family members, and ra.1,=h hands have all
located in town to be close to the farms. Farm families con-
trol much of the land in the built-up areas, and while lots
are often made available for family members, building sites
in Adams are rarely put on the open market. Larger ranches
also often snap up land that is for sale before it is 0ver
advertised or 1is,ted, using the sites for rental dwellings
- 27
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for their ranch hands. So farming, both then and now, is the
pr~mary factor in the development of Adams.
GROWTH POTENTIAL
The Adams community does not desire much growth or change for
the City. Most residents feel the~e will undoubtedly be some
additional new housing in Adams and this is quite acceptable.
There are an estimated 48 vacant building sit.!s within the
built-up area that could potentially be made available over
the coming years. There will be a demand for additional farm-
related housing, as a continuation of present trends. Adams
does not expect to draw in much new industry that might create
additional housing needs. New Lndustry will probably be farm-
related and rather service-commercial in nature, similar to the
existing industries in Adams.
Official population projections call for an additional 60 per-
sons in Adams by the year 1995. This rage of growth is ~n
keeping with community desires; and the additional families
could easily be accommodated within the existing built-up area.
In fact, the City could accommodate an additional 125 persons
without using more than seven acres of farmland outside the
Adams townsi te.
Since the farmers philosophy in the Umatilla County wheat belt
is to acquire more land rather than sell, there is little
probability that farmlands within the City would be made
available for development unless some major unforeseen industrial
or agricultural development were to locate near Adams. These
factors in mind, the City decided to draw in the Urban Growth
Boundary around the existing built-up area and industrial zone
and designate the farmlands for continued agricultural production.
A minimum parcel size of 13,000 square feet (3 platted lots)
has been established for Adams to provide adequate room for
septic tanks and drainfields. This is the bare minimum the
Department of Environmental Quality has allowed in ricent years.
The lack of a sewer system necessitated this low-density form of
development and limits the growth of the town. Since the soils
are conducive to septic tanks and growth expectations are small,
a massive $600 thousand investment in a sewer system is not
essential.
BUILDABLE LANDS INVENTORY
Most of the potential residential building sites within Adams
are in platted neighborhoods already provided with City water
and open streets. Many are currently used as small pastures or
vegetable gardens; however, perhaps half the sites are simply
vacant weed-covered lots. Availability of sites has not been
too much of a problem for local people. At present, several
large landowners have vacant sites that could be utilized.
Many of the sites will be used as rentals for ranch hands, but
some sites may also be sold. In short, the City does not
anticipate a land availability problem.
- 28 -
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TABLE 3: ADAMS BUILDABLE LANDS INVENTORY
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
UNDEVELOPED PLATTEO AREAS
12.7 acres
PLATTED AND UNPLATTED FARM LANO ALONG WILDHORSE AND SAND HOLLOW CREEKS
7.3 acres
PLATTED AREAS IN THE RESIDENTIAL-COMMERCIAL ZONE ALONG MAIN STREET (FOR
EITHER BUSINESSES OR RESIDENCES)
5.4 acres
POTENTIAL RESIDENTIAL LANDS ACCOMMODATING 48+ BUILDING SITES
25.4 acres
COMMERCIAL SITES
UNDEVELOPED PLATTED AREA
2.0 acres
DEVELOPED RESIDENTIAL AREA
3.4 acres
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL LANDS ALONG MAIN STREET
5.4 ACRES
INDUSTRIAL SITES
VACANT LAND ALONG HIGHWAY 11
9.9 acres
- 30 -
There are several vacant lots along Main Street that could be
I
used for either commercial or residential purposes. In all,
there are 5.4 acres of land designated for potential added
Commercial uses. If this area were fully utilized, 3.4 acres
of existing residential area (8 houses) would have to be re-
developed. Most likely, only two or three lots near the exist-
ing grocery store will ever be usep for new businesses, but the
flexibility is there to accommodate more development if needed.
In terms of industrial expansion there are almost ten acres of
vacant land within the industrial zone between Highway 11 and
the Union Pacific R.O.W. Although there is no longer any rail
service, access to a major through route is quite good. The
sites are all fairly level and are elevated well above the
floodplain. The entire south half of this area is vacant
(approximately seven acres). The site is well sui"ted to ad-
ditional agriculture-related businesses.
- 31 -
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Department of Land Conservation and Development
1175 COUflT STREET N.E.• SALEM. OREGON 97310 PHONE (503) 378-4926.
December 18, 1979 lie"
. IlNOIMLf'"
t'f U'''f:nUL•
The Honorable Cecil Rand
Mayor, City of Adams
Adams, DR 97810
Dear Mayor Rand:
It gives me a great deal of ple~sure to confirm that the Land Conservation and
Development Commission, on December 6, 1979 officially acknowledged the
comprehensive plan and implementing ordinances of the City of Adams as being
in compliance with DRS 197 and Statewide Planning Goals.
The acknowledgment signifies a historic step for the City's land use planning
program. By effectively planning ahead for the wise use of your valuable
land, you have set an excellent example for other communities to follow.
I would like to commend the local officials. staff, and citizens of your
community for their hard work and foresight in the field of land use planning.
CCO~~~{j{;:'- ;tf~ .~
,W-'. J. Kvarsten
·Orrector
Enclosure
WJK :RE: lzm
--
cc: Umatilla County Board of Commissioners
Jeri Cohen, County Coordinator
Steve Randolph, Plannin9 Consultant
Jim Kennedy, Field Representative
BEFORE THE
LAND CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF -OREGON
IN THE MATTER OF THE ClTV OF
ADAMS COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
AND IMPLEMENTING MEASURES
)
)
)
COMPLIANCE ACKNOWLEDGMENT -
ORDER
<
On July 17, 1979 the City of Adams, pursuant to ORS Ch. 197.251(1) (10.77
Replacement Part), requested that its comprehensive plan and implementing
measures, consisting of the Comprehensive Plan, adopted M~v 23, 1978 and-
Umatilla County #78-6, JulY19. 1978; Information Report November 1977; Zoning
Ordinance #129, March 12, 1979; and Subdivision Ordinance 1128, October 9, ~
1978; be acknowledged by the Land Conservation and Development Commission in
compliance with the Statewide Goals.
The Commission reviewed the attached written report of the staff of the
Department of Land Conservation and Development on December 6, 1979, regarding
the comp1i ance of the aforementioned plan and measures with the Statewi de
Planning Goals. Section IV of the report constitutes the findings of the
Commission.
Based on its review, the Commission finds that the Adams Comprehensive
Plan and implementing measures comply with Statewide Planning Goals adopted by
this Commission pursuant to ORS Ch. 197.225 and 197.245.
Now therefore be it ordered that:
The Land Conservation and Development Commission acknowledges that the
comprehensive plan and implementing measures of the City of Adams are in
compliance with the Statewide Planning Goals.
DATED THIS Itt/.. DAY OF~ 1979.
~ ..~~ :.,> ~ -;
:.J~ W'Stii'. "oc,.,. I.,. ,=.
([and Conservation and Development
Commission
WJK:CZ:lzm
Jim Kennerly
LAND CDNSF.RVATION AND DEVELOPMENT CO~ISSIO~
ACKNOIllEDGMENT OF COMPLIANCE
Ci t.y of Arfams
DATE RECEIVED: Julv 17. 1070 DATE OF rDMMISSION ArTION: December ~_7. 1°7°
I. REOIlEST: Acknowledgment of Compliance with the Statewide Plannina Goals
for the comorehensive plan and implementinq measures.
II. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Staff:
Recommends the Commission acknowledQe the City of A~ams'
comorehensive plan and implementinq measures to be in compliance with
the Statewide Plannin9 Goals.
R. Local Coordination Body:
Recommends acknowledgment.
FIElD REPRESENTATIVE:
Phone: ofi3-,olB
LEAD REVIEWER: Ronalrl Eher
Phone: J78-,4,4
COORDINATOR: Jeri Cohen
Phone: 27fi-fi73,
Date of Report: November ~lt 1~7~
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-2- City of Adams
II 1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
A. GEOGRAPHY:
Adams is located in Umatilla County. approximately 15 miles northeast,
of Pendleton. , Its economy is based on agriculture. primarily wheat
production.
B. GOVERNING BODY:
Mayor 'and six-member city council.
C. POPULATION:
1979 - 255
1975 - 240
1970 - 219
1960 - 192
1950 - 154
1940 - 169
D. PLAN AND IMPLEMENTING MEASURES:
<
Comprehensive Plan:
Zoning Ordinance:
Subdivision Ordinance:
Adopted May 23. 1978
Adopted March 12. 1979
Adopted Octoher 9. 1978
E. CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT INFORMATION:
Independent CommitteP. for Citizen Involvement; approved Citizen
Involvement Program. June 18. 197fi.
F. COMPLIANCE STATUS:
Planning Extension and grant approved June lR. 1076.
Joint Planning Assistance Grant of $34.000 approved May 6. 1977;
Compliance Date approved to July 1. 1978.
City of Adams
IV. FINDINGS:
A. General Overview
-1-
The City of Adams is a residential community for the surroundinG
aqricultura" area. The comprehensive plan, zoninq and subdivision
ordinances are the first ever prepared h,v the community. Adams has
established its UGH inside the existinq city limits. The developed
part of town includes about 85 acres and can accommodate the City's
limited future growth needs. The remaininq land in town (145 acres)
is zoned for Exclusive Farm Use. Overall, the plan and ordinances
are sound and workable.
~. Goa 1 Canpli ance
1. Citizen Involvement: (Goal J.)
An Independent Committee for Citizen Involvement (CCI) and
Citizen Involvement Proqram were approved hy LCnc June lR, lQ7~,
(Department Files). The Committee has worked closely with the
Planninq Commission in preparinq the Comprehensive Plan. Two
community surveys were conducted and a CODy of the draft plan
map and policies were mailed to all city residents in Novemher,
lQ77. Revised policies were also mailed out in May, 10 7R,(Plan, p. 1). '
The plan contains policies for the continuation of the Citizen
Involvement Proqram in all phases of the planning process (Plan
p. 10).
Conclusion: The City of Adams complies with Goal 1.
2. Land Use Planninq: (Goal 2)
The City has adopted a comprehensive land use plan which
addresses all appllcable Statewide Goals. The factual hase is
provided in the Information Report and summarized in the Plan by
goal'topic. 70ning and subdivision ordinances have heen adopted
to carry out the plan.
A larqe number of state and federal aaencies and special
,districts participated in the preparation in a comorehensive
agency coordination process established jointly hy Morrow and
Umatilla Counties and administered bv the East Central Oreaon
Association of Counties (ECOAC). Ad'ams notified all these
aqencies by mail that a draft plan was available for review and
comment durinq Octoher, 10 71. The City receivecl manv comments
on the clraft pl an ancl made chanqes suaaested. No aq,encies havp
identified conflicts hetween thpir proarams and the Citv's
adopted plan, (Information Report po. Ofi-1l1).
"
_4_ City of Arial11S
The Plan (p. 10) inclurles a poli~v to annuallv review anrl uorlate
the PI an.
Conclusion: The r.itv of Adams compli~s with Goal ~.
Not Aoplicable.
4. Forest Lanrls: (r,oal 4)
Not Applicable.
•
5. Ooen Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources:
{Goal 51
The plan includes an inventory of the apolica~le Goal 5
resources includinQ open space, scenic views, enerqv resources
and fish and wilrllife habitat, (Info. Reoort cp. 10_'~. l.
Plan policies encouraQe the protection of these resources (Plan,
pp. 11-121. The znning ordinance (Section 2. 0 3 Alteration nf
Watercourses, 1.20 landscaping, and 3.~ Gradin9 anrl Orainaqe)
and the subdivision orrlinances (Section 4.1(4) Character of the
land, 4.8 Parks and Recreation Uses, anrl 4.~ Preservation of
Natural Features and Amenities) include provisions to imolement
these policies.
In addition, t~e Plan notes that there are no officially
identified historic huilidinQs in Arlams, but several huilrlinQs
are of local interest hecause they were huilt with hricks from
the old cit,v brick,vard, (Plan, p. 41.
Plan Objectives and Policies State (P. 12):
Protection of archeoloQical anrl historic sites, structures anrl
artifacts will !')e encouraqed, anrl
To encourage recoQnition of historic structures within communi tv
from original brickyar~ (lowell's store, City Hall, old
Oddfellow's building).
A development permit is required from the PlanninQ Commission
·prior to the construction, reconstruction, arldition to, or
change of use of a structure, or the chanQe of use of a lot •.. "
(Zaninq Ordinance, Section 1.40).
Conclusion: The City of Arlams complies with Goal 5.
Cit.v of Adams -<-
~. Air, Water and Land Resources Ouality: (Goal ~l
The plan (Information Report p. ~~) includes a qeneral
discussion of air, water and lan~ auality. Plan policies
require that all discharqes from existin~ and futu~ development
meet state and federal stanrlards anrl reQulations, encouraqp.
clean industries an~ improved aqricultural practices to reduce
water and winrl erosion (Plan, o. l.?l.
The Industrial ~one (Section 2.A4\ permits the orohlhitlon of a
use because of noise, dust, smoke, Qas, or orlors. T~p review of
conrlitional uses must also consider oetential noise anrl orlor
problems and Dotential neaati~e impacts to hath neiahhorinQ
parcels and the surroundina area in ~enera1. (Sp.ctions 4.41 anet
4.42).
Conclusion: The City of Arlams comolies within Goal fi.
7. Areas Suh.iect to Nat.ural Disasters i'lnrl Hazarl'is: rr~oi\l 7)
WildhorsE Creek runs throuqh the eastern Dart of the r.itv. This
creek has a flood plain, (Information Report p. 24 and Plan mao
p. Vl. Detailed information on slope anc1 soils limitations is
also included (Information Report po. 27.-24\.
The Plan includes a policy to estahlish a flood plain orc1inance
in order to insure future development is rlesiqnet1 to rec1uce
flood damage (Plan p. 13). The zoninq ordinance (Section 2.°0\
includes a Flood Hazard OverlaY district to implement this
policy and to ensure that construction in flood plain areas
meets Federal Flood Insurance standards. The subdivision
ordinance also implements the hazar~ policies (See Sp.ction 4).
Cnnc1usion: The City of Adams como1ies with Goal 7.
8. Recreational Needs: (Goal R\
The City has inventoried park and rp.creational facilities which
include a 1iqhted Little League field and a park. Other
facilities in the area are also noted, (Infonmation Report
pp. 34).
Public open space and parks are desianated on the plan mao anM
the plan includes policies addressinq future recreational needs,
(Plan p. 13).
Community facilities and Darks are permitted in all zones excpot
the inrtustrial ancl special purposp. lones. Th~ suhc1ivision
ordinance (Section 4.~l allows for the derlication of lanc1 for
parks, Dla.YQrounrls, and recreat~on ~reas.
-~- City of Anams
Conclusion: The City of Anams complies with hoal 8. '
9. Economy of the State: (Goal Q)
'Anams,functions as a residential cOlllllUnitv for the surrounrlina
farms, retired area resinents ann also serves as'a bP.c1r.oom
community for Pendleton and the Milton-Freewater areas (Plan,
p. ;). Econom1c ann employment activities are also analyzed,
(Information Report pp. 42-43).
Plan policies are to encourage business and innllstries with
sustained growth potential, encourage a slow rate of qrowth, ann
encourage the location of a service station, auto repair shop,'
and meat market in town (Plan pp. 12-13).
The plan and zone maps nesignate land for commercial ann
innustrial development ann the zoning ordinance (Sections 2.50
and 2.60) provides for these uses.
Conclusion: The City of Adams complies with Goal Q.
10. ,Housinq: (Goal 10)
Buildable Lands:
The Citv has completed a qeneral survey covering housing stock,
conditions and trenns, (Information Report pP. 2Q-32). Anams
has 96 dewllinq units, most of which are sinqle family
dwellings. Mobile homes comprise 2fl% of all housinq. The Plan
states that there are no apartment in Adams ann that mohile
homes and older conventional homes fill the "een for. low:'cost
housing.' The majority of new housing in Anams since 1Q7~ has
been mobile homes (Plan pp. 26-27).
The Adams citv limits includes 228 acres with ahout 85 acres in
the developed' area and t.he rest being actively farmeri. There
are approximately 4R vacant huildable sites for housing on 25.4
acres inside the developed area. The determination that vacant
sites were buildable took into account space for septic tanks,
, roads and other urban requirements (Plan, pP. 28 and 30).
Buildable lands are described and mapped (Plan PP. 32-40) ann
acreage figures provinen. With an estimated population increase'
of 60 people, the City projects a neen for an arinitional 24
housing units at 2.5 people/unit (Information Report p. 48).
There is anequate vacant building space for about 1?5 peoolein
Adams (Plan p. 28). No specific projection of need by t.vpe is
provided.
City of Adams
Plan Poli~y and Implementinq Measures:
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Plan policies encourage a variety of housing types at a wide
range·of prices and the adoption of.a flexible zoning ordinance
which provides for these housing types (Plan p. 14).
The City has one residential zone now in use which is the
General Residential ?one (R-GEN). Single family dwellinQs,
double-wide mobile homes. and duplexes are allowed outright in
this zone as well as the Residential-Commercial Zone (R-Com
(Section 2.40 and 2.70).· There is also a Mobile Home Park zone
and Apartment zone which only allow for these uses (Section 2.50
and 2.60). No land is presently covered by these zones but land
will be rezoned should these types of development be proposed.
Conclusion: The City of Adams Complies with .Goal 10.
Adams has identified its buildable lands and ·determined that
adequate amounts are available and designated to meet its
housing needs. Mobile homes are now providing for the majority
of Adams' new housing starts and are allowed outright in all the
City's re~idential zone. Although Adams has not projected its
housing needs by type it is clear that the City'S Plan
adequately provides for the 24 needed housing units.
11. Public Facilities and Services: (Goal 11)
The Plan has surveyed all urban facilities and services provided
to the community and found them adequate. These include
schools, police and fire. health. sewer and water systems. storm
drainage and solid waste. and energy and communication services
(Information Report pp. 33-38 and Plan p. 6). The City's water
supply comes from two wells and a third one is planned. There
is no sewer system and there are no plans to build one. All
development. requires septic tank permits from DEO (Plan. p. 6).
Zoning Ordinance (Section 3.42) and the Subdivision Ordinance
(Sections 4.4 and 4.5) require that new development be connected
to city water systems and have an approved sewage disposal
system.
Conclusion: The City of Adams complies with Goal 11.
12. Transportation: (Goal 12)
The plan includes information on highway. road and street
conditions, rail lines, air service and public transit for
seniors and handicapped persons, (Information Report
pp. 35-36). The Zoning Ordinance (Section·3.60) includes
-8- City of Adams
parking standards, and the Subdivision Ordinance (Sections 4.1,
4.2, and 4.10) requires compliance with state highway COnnection
standards. sets street anrl road design standards anrt allows the
City Council to require the installation of b1~vcle lanes.
Conclusion: The City of Adams complies with Goal t~.
13. Energy Conservation: (Goal 13\
The plan notes that solar energy has great potential in Adams
and that other conservation methods are avail able (Information
Report pp. 26-27). Plan policies are included to encourage
energy conservation and to revise zoning ordinance to protect
sun rights (Plan, p. IS). The,Zoning Ordinance (Section 3.~2)
requires the planting of shade trees in order to reduce energy
consumption for summer cooling and winter heating.
Conclusion: The City of Adams complies with Goal 13.
14. Urbanization: (Goal 14)
The City of Adams and Umatilla County have jointly adopted an
urban growth boundary and the County has adopted the agriculture
plan designation for the area bp-tween the UGB and the city
limits (Plan Map and County Ordinance '78-6).
The City's present population is about 255 and there are 228
acres inside the city limits. The UGB is inside the city limits
and only includes about 85 acres (Plan, p. 5). As noted under
Goal to, Adams has adeguate amounts of land in its developed
area to meet its housinq needs. Industrial and commercial lands
have also been set aside. All these areas are described and
mapped (Plan, pp. 28-31). The remaining land in the City is
designated as agriculture and is zoned for Exclusive Farm Use.
The plan includes agricultural land policies for their
management and protection.
Plan policies limit growth to the infill of the developed area
inside the UGB and set aside the farmland inside the city for
farm use as a potential future expansion area (Plan p. 16).
Conclusion: The City of Adams complies with Goal 14.
The City of Adams and Umatilla County have jointly adopted an
urban growth boundary. The establishment of the boundary took
into account the seven factors set forth in the goal.
City of Adams
C. Comments Receiverl:
The following partiies have
acknowl edcJnent request:
AQencv/Partv
! •
OBPC
OOOT
FHA
Coordinator
provided statements on this
Position
Comments *
Ccmnent *
No Objection
Acknowledge *
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D. Overall Conclusion: •
,.
The City of Adams has adopted an excellent plan based on a qood
factual base and includes strong policies. The Department
believes it complies with all applicable statewide qoa1s.
V. RECOMMENDATION:
A. Staff:
Recommends the Commission acknowledge the City of Adams'
ccmprehensive plan and implementing measures to be in compliance ,)
with the Statewide Planning Goals.
B. Coordinator:
Acknowledge
VI. (O~ISSION ACTION: (December 6, 1979)
Acknowledge the City of Adams' comprehensive plan and implementing
measures as in compliance with the Statewide Plannin9 l~als.
JBK:cz
OREGON BUSINESS PLANNING COUNCIL
1178 CHEMEKETA. N.E.
STAFF:
KATHERINE KE'ENE
Pfnnirtp Dir~cto,
DAVIDS. HILL
N~tu,.,A••ource.
Di'~lor
SALEM. OREGON 97301
October 2, 1979
Pf,lONE (503) 370-8112
fJEF/,R'";Jlt:..i'j r 0;:
LAND CC;"SE.T/!\TION
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~~:'i
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Mr. Wes Kvarsten, Director
Department of Land Conservat~on
and Development .,:'
1175 Court Street N. E.
Salem, Oregon 97310
Attention: Ron Eber
Dear Mr. Kvarsten:
The Oregon Business Planning Council has reviewed the
Comprehensive Plan and implementing ordinances submitted
by the City of Adams in support of its request for ack-
nowledgment of compliance. We offer the following comments
regarding our interest in the plan and ordinances.
1. We believe this small City has done an adequate job in
developing their plan and ordinances. This is noteworthy
because this is the City's first community-wide land use
planning effort. It does not seem probable that pressures
for growth will be strong during the planning period. We do
note, however, that the City's proximity to Pendleton and
tlilton-Frcmvater make it suscept.ilJlc tc overflow residcntia 1.
growth from these larger cities.
2. The documents submitted contain a housing inventory by type,
but the follow-up step of projecting housing needs and land by
type is not taken. Goal 10 compliance is not necessarily
threatened, however, because the community is small and only
24 additional dwelling units are projected to the year 2000.
It seems inappropriate to designate land for apartments if only
6% of the 24 projected units (1.44 units) are expected to be
apartments.
3. The City has no sewer system and relies on DEQ for septic
tank approvals. In recognition of the lack of a sewer system,
the plan calls'for slow growth.
While water service is generally adequate at the present
time, the community wells experience draw down problems during
long dry periods. The City is seeking funds for a new well to
provide a more reliable water supply.
MEMBERS: -ASSOCIATED OREGON INOUSTFUES ~ Oregon For.s' 'ndus'rle. Council - O,egon Ret.,1 CouncJJ -OREGON ASSOCIATION Of REALTORS· OREGON·
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4. The zoning ordinance establishes a single purpose zone
for apartments. "The zone. is to be applied anywhere outside
the downtown area when development of apartments is desired"
(p. 11, Section 2.51). It seems that if the dimensional and
development standards in Sections 2.54 ahd 2.55 are met, a
proposed apartment site would be rezoned R-APT by the City
Council automatically. The zoning Ordinance is not clear on
this, however. Section 2.51 says, "Proposed apartment sites
will be rezoned R-APT at the discretion of the City Council
following a public hearing" (emphasis added). This seems to I
indicate that City council approval of apartments is dis-
cretionary or on an ad hoc basis. This seems to conflict with
Goal 10 compliance.
5. In conclusion, we believe the Plan and ordinances are
appropriate for the City of Adams considering its size,
location and potential for growth. We do recommend, however,
that the discretionary provision regarding City Council approva
of R-APT rezone requests be deleted.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
('
I
Associate Planning Director
JJ:paw
cc: Cecil Rand, Mayor
Steve Randolph, Planner
Jeri Cohen, Coordinator
Jim Kennedy, Field Representative
\'
, )
Department of Transportation
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING. SALEM, OREGON 97310
October 10, 1979
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C~l Rand. Mayor
Ci ty of Adams
City Hall
Adams,'OR 97810
',,-
Cear Mayor Rand:
Putting together a comprehensive plan and appropriate
ordinances is an extremely complex task. The" main elements
must fit together to form a realistic plan to guide your area's
growth. The portion of the plan that we reviewed relates to
the Department of Transportation. programs. Generally your
plan addresses our concerns well. We appreciate the manner in
which your community helped with many of the issues directly
affecting the,Cepartment of Transportation.
On page 7 under Goal 12, Transportation, you state "there
is a need to improve highway alignment between Adams and Athena.
Severe curves and an uneven road ~urface reduce visibility and
create an unnecessary hazard." According to our records, this
section of h)ghway.has a lower accident rate than the statewide
aver.age.
The five-year average accident rate for rural highways in
Oregon is 1.82 accidents per million vehicle miles. State Route
11, which is a rural orimary highway between Adams and the Athena-
Holdman Highway Junction, has an average five-year rate of 1.35
accidents per rnril1ion vehicle miles. This section of highway
excluding connections to Adams and Athena has a rate of about 1.0
accidents per million vehicle miles. We can understand your
interest and concern to have this section of highway improved.
As funds become available this section of highway will be given
equal consideration with other similar sections of highway through-
out the state for upgrading and improvement.
He would like to be involved in future updates of the plan
and ordinances. It will be helpful if you direct information on
possible future plan revisions to George Strawn~ our Transportation
Planning Representative~ and Cindy Murphy~ our Parks Planning Repre-
sentative. We would also appreciate your sending George notice of
; Mayor Rand
October 10, 1979
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zone changes and subdivision approvals along state highways and
ask that you send similar notices to Cindy when they affect
state parks facilities. Addresses and phone numbers of our
representatives are enclosed.
We thank you for this opportunity to comment and look
forward to working with you in the future.
• •
A copy of this letter is being forwarded to the Oepartment
of Land Conservation and Oevelopment to let them know that we
support those elements of your plan that relate to our juris-
diction.
Sincerely,
ORIG;S,U SIGUEO Bl
RoE. ROYER
Robert E. Royer, Ass't Director
Policy and Program Oevelopment
Enclosure
cc~~. Kvarsten/Ron Eber
Stevi'-llanddrph
Jim Kennedy
George Strawn
Ci ndy Murphy
r.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUREf~~~;:",;o:i':,;::;"
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION L/)·;:) CC; '.'E.,·'/,·...;: .....
Room 1590, Federal Building, 1220 SW 3rd Avenue",
Portland, Oregon 97204
. ,
October 24, 1979
•
W. J. Kvarsten, Director
Department of Land Conservation & Development
1175 Court Street NE
Salem, OR 97310
RE: Review of Comprehensive Plan and Ordinances
City of Adams
•
Dear Mr. Kvarsten:
Farmers Home Administration has reviewed the comprehensive plan and
ordinances for the City of Adams and has no objections to the Oregon
Land Conservation and Development Commission's acknowledgement of the
comprehensive plan and ordinances. We find no conflict with Farmers
Home Administration policies, or with our plans and projects for the
area. The plan points out the need for an improved water supply, and
the city has been in contact with the Farmers Home Administration con-
cerning assistance in resolving this problem.
We appreciate the opportunity of making this review.
Sincerely,
~- tJ,.£~&~HK. ~~~
spte Director
cc: Pendleton, FmHA
District Director 1, FmHA
Chief, Community Programs, FmHA
LEV:ljl
PamlUS Home Administration is all Equal Opportunity Lender.
Complaints of discrimination based on race, sex, religion,
national origin or marital status should be sent to:
Secretary ofA.~iculture. lliasllington. D. C. 2025,0
October 24. 1979
r" •• :-,~,~I~ ._, ••/
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Plan and Ordinances
•
Review of Comprehensive
City of Adams
RE:
•
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ~~'_rA;~'I"':::, ,
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION L/,\;:) CC':~S;:,,'/,",-: ,',
Room 1590. Federal Building. 1220 SW 3rd Avenue"
Portland. Oregon 97204
We appreciate the opportunity of making this review.
• •
w. J. Kvarsten. Director
Department of Land Conservation & Development
1175 Court Street NE
Salem. OR 97310
Dear Mr. Kvarsten:
Farmers Home Administration has reviewed the comprehensive plan and
ordinances for the City of Adams and has DO objections to the Oregon
Land Conservation and Development Commission's acknowledgement of the
comprehensive plan and ordinances. We find no conflict with Farmers
Home Administration policies. or with our plans and projects for the
area. The plan points out the need for an improved water supply. and
the city has been in contact with the Farmers Home AdministratIon con-
cerning assistance in resolving this problem.
LEV:ljl
Sincerely •
. tJ.L_LL-
~H K. ~~~
spte Director
cc: Pendleton. YmHA
District Director I. YmHA
Chief. Community Programs. YmHA
-ik.l
--...
. .
~ ...
, .':-
Fanners Ho,n~ AdmmistratioP1 is Gil Equ.Jl OJ'portunity Lf.'PIder.
Co,nplai01ts of discrimirsation b.:ued on rac~. sex. rdjgioll,
rsational origin or marital status sltOkfd lH- u:n' to:
Secrrtary of Agricultu,~, k'aslli01.l'0tl, D. C. 1025.0
REQUEST FOR ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COMPLIANCE
LOCAL COORDINATION BODY RECOMMENDATION
Ci ty of Adams
NOV 51979
•
Su~nary Recommendation
The City of Adams has developed a Comprehensive Plan that encourages
maintenance of the rural, farm oriented character of the community and·
protects valuable farm land within the city limits from unnecessary
urban encroachment. The Adams Plan has been well-coordinated with
Umatilla County, and neighboring citias have not objected to Adams'
desire to limit future growth. The Umatilla County Board of Commissioners
recommends in good faith that the Adams Comprehensive Plan and implementing
ordinances be acknowledged as being in compliance with the Oregon
Statewide Planning Goals.
Introduction
The City of Adams is a rural community of 250 people located thirteen
miles northeast of Pendleton on the way to Walla Walla. The city is in
the midst of northeastern Oregon's winter wheat belt and functions pri-
marily as a residential area for nearby farming operations. Some farm
related businesses are also located in Adams, but co~rcial services
are quite limited.
The built-up portion of the community is rather old, although there are
also many new mobile homes. The development pattern is very low density
with many gardens, pastures, and vacant lots. Nearly two thirds of the
land inside the city limits consists of large blocks of farm land in
wheat/pea cropping, hay production, or intensive pasturing.
The cost of living in Adams is relatively low, making the community a
vital haven for the many retired families in town. Most of the popu-
lation, retired, middle-age or young, are associated with farming in the
nearby area. City government is informal, straight forward and low-key.
Significant growth·is not desired because, to quote the Compreheniive
Pl an, II Adams is home, and they don I t want to see it change. II
Plan Development
The City of Adams contracted with the Umatilla County Planning Depal"tment
for assistance is developing their new Comprehensive Plan and Ordinances.
Sarah Salazar (76-77) and Steve Randolph (78-79) assisted the community
in this function. Adams set up an .independent Committee for Citizens
Involvement to develop the Plan and ordinances and the Mayor and City
Council also took a strong interest in the program. Plan maps and zoning
maps were mailed out and elicited considerable public discussion, but few
objections. Community reaction to the Plan and ordinances has been quite
favorable;
Both the Draft and Final versions of the Adams Comprehensive Plan
were brought before the Umatilla County Planning Commission and
Board of Commissioners for their review and approval. The unusual
nature of the Adams Urban Growth Boundary was duly noted~ but.
potential adverse impacts were not anticipated due to the limited
growth pressures on the community.
The Adams Comprehensive Plan was formally approved and co-adopted
by Umatilla County on July 19, 1978. A Farmlands Joint Management
Agreement was signed between the City and the County to obtain County
Exclusive Farm Use zoning for the Adams farm lands area inside the
City limits, but outside the Urban Growth Boundary. This agreement
was annulled in June, 1979, when Adams amended its Zoning Ordinance
to include a City Exclusive Farm Use Zone.
News of Adams proposed Urban Growth Boundary was carried to the
nearby communities, none of which ratsed any objections either
formally or at the time of County review. Negative factors in the
Aumsville situation are not present in the case of Adams.
Steve Randolph has been aiding A~ams in Plan administration although
a contract for his services through the County has not been finalized.
IMPORTANT OATES
AU9ust 29, 1977
November 28, 1977
Qecember 12, 1977
January 11,1978
January 25, 1978
May IS, 1978
May 19, 1978
May 23, 1978
June 14, 1978
July 19, 1978
Hearing on Preliminary Plan Goals and Policies
Draft Plan map, goals, objectives and policies
mailed to Adams residents and coordinating
agencies
Public hearin9 on Oraft Plan; City Council
approval
Workshop with Umatilla County Planning Commission;
approval of Oraft Plan
Public hearin9 on Draft Plan before Umatilla
County Board of Commissioners; approval of
Draft PI an
Adams Citizen Involvement Committee recommends
reduced Urban Growth BJ~ndary
Suggested Plan revision mailed out to Adams
residents and coordinating agencies
Public hearing on Comprehensive Plan; City
Council adopted Comprehensive Plan by ordinance
Public hearing on Comprehensive Plan before
Umatilla County Planning Commission; approval
was reconmended
Public hearing on Comprehensive Plan before
Umatilla County Board of Commissioners; Compre-
hensive Plan and Farmland Joint Management
Agreement approved
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October 9, 1978
October 12, 1978
November 13, 1978
February 13, 1979
March 12, 1979
June 14, 1978
June 25, 1979
PLAN HIGHliGHTS
Public hearing on Subdivision Ordinance;
adoption by City Council
Mail out of proposed zoning map and zone
description to all property owners
Public hearing on proposed Zoning Ordinance
Public hearing on revised Zoning Ordinance;
approved' by City Council
City Council adoption of Zoning Ordinance
Mail out of proposed Adams EFU zoning to
affected property owners
Public hearing on EFU zone amendments to the
Zoni ng Ordi nance; adopti on by City Council;
recommended termination of Farmlands Joint
Management Agreement
The most noticeable aspect of the Adams Comprehensive Plan is the Urban
Growth Boundary drawn to include only the existing built-up area and to
protect the surrounding farm lands inside the City for continued agri-
cultural use. The Draft Plan showed an Urban Growth Boundary at the
City limits, but this could have allowed scattered urban development
. out in the farming areas. Potential farm practice conflicts, and unecon-
omical extension of City services were a possibility. Since most of
the farmers wanted their farm land to remain farm land, the City
decided the final Urban Growth Boundary made much more sense and
accurately re.flected corrrnunity needs and desires. The County and
nearby cities, as noted above, have supported this statement of local
self-determination.
While the City feels it has little potential or desire for significant
growth, a need for some additional housing was recognized. Luckily,
there are enough vacant homesites in the built-up area to accorrrnodate
45-50 added families, roughly 50% more than currently reside in Adams;
This cushion, together with replacement of substandard homes, should
adequately provide for Adams future housing needs. The Adams Zoning
Ordinance allows for a variety of housing types. Most noticeably,
double-wide mobile homes are an outright use throughout most of Adams.
Adams designated sufficient area along Main Street to accorrrnodate any
new commercial businesses the community might attract. Also, there.
appears to be adequate land within the industrial area to allow
expansion of grain storage or development of new.farm services facilities.
CONCLUSIONS
We of the Umatilla County Board of Corrrnissioners feel that the City of
Adams has done a commendable job in preparing a Comprehensive Plan
and Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances that reflect the needs and desires
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of the community and comply with the intent of the Oregon Statewide
Planning Goals. We have formally approved the Adams Comprehensive
Plan and urge the L. C. D. C. to do the same.
DATED thi~';':%Qay of ~"r~I?EP . , 1979.
~7'h~
F. K. "Woody" Starrett, Chauman"-·---
Fo~oner
"
-
"
,.
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